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ADVANCE HEALTH DIRECTIVES — EXPERT PANEL APPOINTMENT 
Statement by Attorney General 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Butler — Attorney General) [2.05 pm]: Today I rise to announce to Parliament my 
appointment of an expert panel on advance health directives, as recommended by “My Life, My Choice: The Report 
of the Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices”. I thank my colleague, the Deputy Premier and Minister for 
Health, Hon Roger Cook, MLA, for his earlier remarks and for tabling the government response. I also thank the 
members of the joint select committee for their work. 
Advance health directives, sometimes known as living wills, provide competent adults with a way to make their 
healthcare choices known and ensure that they are honoured should they be unable to express their wishes at some 
point in the future. These directives are a mechanism through which we can outline what treatment we wish to 
receive and what treatment we wish to refuse. Although this panel has been formed as part of the response to the 
report of the Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices, it is envisaged that its work will stand alone from the 
proposed legislation that deals with the issue of voluntary assisted dying. Advance health directives are important 
and will remain so, whether or not that legislation becomes law in Western Australia. 
The expert panel will review the relevant law, and health policy and practice, and provide recommendations on 
the establishment of a register for advance health directives, a requirement that health professionals search the 
register, amendments to the template, and issues relating to dementia and advance health directives. The panel will 
also consider and make recommendations on the education needs of the community and the health profession 
regarding advance health directives, enduring powers of guardianship and substitute treatment decision-makers. 
My colleague the member for Mount Lawley, Mr Simon Millman, MLA, a distinguished legal practitioner, will 
chair the expert panel. Having sat on the committee, the member for Mount Lawley brings knowledge of the topic 
as well as his experience as a legal practitioner prior to entering Parliament. He will be joined by an experienced 
general practitioner, a care worker with experience supporting people to develop advance health directives, 
a community member who supported a family member in making health decisions, representatives from palliative 
care and dementia peak bodies, a health professional with intimate knowledge of the Department of Health’s 
systems, a legal expert, and the Public Advocate. The expert panel is required to provide its report and 
recommendations to me in six months. 

I would like to thank the members of the expert panel for providing their expertise and experience on this important 
issue. I look forward to the panel providing me with its recommendations and I will update the Parliament in 
due course. 
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